LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer +
LAW PreDiscovery™ software:
Discovery Software That Works Together
Discover a powerful, proven 2-step approach to reducing litigation
costs and gaining greater control over your discovery data.
Today, even small cases can come with dozens, even hundreds of bankers boxes brimming
with documents, spreadsheets, printouts and more—as well as vast quantities of digital
information on CDs, DVDs, USBs and hard drives.
To gain greater control of the volume of data, reduce litigation costs and maintain a seamless
chain of custody throughout discovery you can use LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer together
with LAW PreDiscovery™ software.
How can you perform data analysis as early as possible?
Use LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer to index, filter and search your initial
data set and reduce the volume of data where it lives—on your network,
hard drives, external drives, CDs, DVDs and/or flash drives before
processing it in-house or sending it to outside vendors.

Early Data Assessment

LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer

How can you ensure you process all responsive data—quickly and easily?
Then, use LAW PreDiscovery™ software, which works as a “processing
engine” to scan, import and process all of the potential evidentiary
documents—paper and electronic—needed during legal discovery.
This software allows your team to further eliminate duplicate, irrelevant
and non-responsive files—and then process only the essential data.

Process Data

LAW PreDiscovery™

Are you ready for a more efficient way to gather, manage
and process relevant data for your case?

Step 1:

Analyze and reduce your initial data with LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer.
Use LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer to analyze your initial data set and reduce the volume of data where it lives—on your
network, hard drives, external drives, CDs, DVDs and/or flash drives before processing it in-house or sending it to outside vendors.
After you finish, you can easily load the smaller data set into LAW PreDisovery software.

Eliminate duplicate,
irrelevant, and
non-responsive files

1.	
Select the source data that needs to be analyzed (on your network, hard drives, external drives,
CDs, DVDs and/or flash drives).
2. Load into LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer, which will inventory the data source selected.
3. Index electronic documents, e-mails, and attachments.
4. Filter based on domain, file type, metadata, duplicates, and/or date.
5. Search through the filtered results and then tag the relevant documents for processing.

Prepare data before
processing

6. R
 un data reports to prepare for processing and generate reports based on filtering options
and search results, demonstrating the risks and potential cost of a matter.

LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer
filters content to help you select
only the most relevant documents
for your data set.

DID YOU KNOW?
From every 30 gigabytes of discovery data, you can exclude an average
of 9 gigabytes of unresponsive data. On average, the typical cost to have
an outside vendor process discovery data is $500 per gigabyte—so for every
9 gigabytes you eliminate up front, you could potentially save $4,500.*

Step 2:

Further reduce data, add paper then process only what is relevant to your case.
If you started your process with Step 1 using LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer, by now you have already set up a case
and sent your data to LAW PreDiscovery.
If not, just create a new case in LAW PreDiscovery software, and you’re ready to scan paper documents or import
emails, electronic documents, images or load files from any media such as CDs, DVDs and hard drives—with ease.

1.

Create a new case and organize it by client or cases.

Further eliminate
duplicate, irrelevant
and non-responsive
files

2. Import data
• Individual emails or a group of emails and their attachments
• Electronic documents (Microsoft® Word, Excel®, etc.)
• Images
• Load files (data that has been processed in other tools, such as Concordance®)
3. Scan paper documents, convert “images” to searchable text (OCR).
4. Organize data
• Remove duplicate data (culling or de-duplicate)
• Remove common system files such as .ini files (de-NIST)
•	Extract email information, from, to, date sent, etc., and document information, to, from, cc,
date sent, date received, author, date created and date modified, etc. (metadata)
5. Search for relevant documents.

Create a
production set

6. Prepare files for production
• Convert documents to TIFF images, PDFs or print to paper (batch print)
• Add headers and footers with bates numbers (endorse) or auto-numbers
7.	
Export files—to Concordance discovery management software or other third-party
document-review software—for attorneys to start reviewing only the relevant data.

DID YOU KNOW?
On average, LAW PreDiscovery actually pays for itself within the
first two months of use by eliminating unnecessary processing costs.

Experience both software tools together for FREE†
Download free trial software:
LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer and LAW PreDiscovery: www.lexisnexis.com/law-downloads
Satisfaction Guaranteed
LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer and LAW PreDiscovery are backed by a no-risk, 15-day, money-back
guarantee. Try them on your next case. If they are not the best software for your organization, we’ll
refund your money.

QUESTIONS?
To learn more about LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer, visit www.lexisnexis.com/litigation-earlydataanalyzer.
To learn more about LAW PreDiscovery™ visit www.lexisnexis.com/litigation-lawprediscovery.
To contact a LexisNexis representive directly call 800.722.3288 or e-mail lawsales@lexisnexis.com.

*Yearly cost varies on modules selected.
The LAW PreDiscovery and LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer trial software subscriptions are valid to use 30 times
after downloading the software for use. Offer limited to one software download, per software, per person. Free trials
are subject to terms and conditions of end-user license agreements. Void where prohibited. Other restrictions may apply.
†
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